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Introduction

Perhaps the first thing to be done in a chapter on lifeepan

neuropsychology should be to define the term illifeepan.rr This is

less easy that it would aPpear at firet for these are multiple

possible definitsions. For sake of expeding in terms of this

chapter the term t'lifeepanrr should be considered to refer to the

maximum potential time that an indlvidual could live if he or she

t ere to escape death from accidental injury or medical disease

(Brodyr 1985). Thie is, of courae, different from the average age

that a individual of a specific group is likely to live to.

Lifeepan as could be expected varies with the speciee.

Fruit flys can live but a few days and some turtles average over a

century. While such infrahuman varlation is of passing interestt

the current focue of this chapter and indeed this book will be on

human beinge. There ie general agreement among knowledgeable

workers in this area that the maximum life potential is about 11O

to Ll5 years (Brody, 1985). Thie is, of courae, the end point of

a skewed dietribution and most human beinge will not be called

upon to exlst for over a century. The more typlcal average lf

free from accidental injury or medical diseaser would be a mean of

85 yeare (Friesr 1980). To aome one aged 18 thie appears to be an

infinity of time, to Bome one aged 80 it appears all too short.

Now that the queation of lifespan has been addreeeed' some

attenti.on should be devoted to the larger context of developmental

peychology. One way to look at developmental peychology would be

to describe it is the study of age-related cognitive, emotional

and behavioral intraindividual change over the lifespan (Ba1tes,
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Reese & Nesselroder L977). In terms of the framework of

developmental psychology the causes of development might be

deecrlbed as involving two interacting systema. These are

biological aepects (i.e.r maturation) and environmental factors

(i.e., learnlng) (Baltee, 1987) with both influencing age-related

changes ln persons.

The various periods of age-related development can be

divided many qrays. NoE least of course wes Shake6pearers Eeven

ages of man ("sans teeth, sans eyesr 8an8 every thingrt)- Less

poeticly, others would describe infancy toddlerhood, early

childhood, childhood, adoleBcencer young adulthood, middle aget

the young-old and old-old. Which exact a8,e corresponde to which

period is ag leaet partly a matter of personal bias. Also, others

would divide, subdivide and conceptualize the periods of the

lifeepan in other equally appropriate rtays.

Similarly the varioue domaina of intraindlvidual development

may be conceptualized in a varlety of ways. While certainly, most

categorizations would include cognltive, emotional and behavioral

procease€r, other areaa could be added. For exampLe physieal

development ehould be coneidered. Moreover, others would wish to

add social development, pereonality structure adaption and memory

age-related changes.

It might be a verred that development is not entirely an

age-related proeees. While certainly' many concePtions of

development have focused on trende toward a atate of maturity and

general age-related phases, it would be fair to say these

conceptiona are dated. More contemporary viewe place emphasis
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upon the role of the individual as a partlcipant and partner in

the developmental process (Baltes, 1983). Put another way the

personts behavior interacts with his/her biological eystems and

environment in a reciprocal fashion (Featherman & Learner' 1985).

For example, how long one will live can be modified to a degree by

the history of onets parentat (i.e., heart attacke at age 5O)'

oners dietary practices (i.e.r too much fat), and pereonal eafety

practices (i.e., wearing seat belts) and where one lives (i-e-t

down town in a large city). A11 of theee factore, and many othere

that arenrt mentioned can affect oners developmental etatus

throughout the lifeepan. Moreover, Ehe factors can reflect

interaction, and bidirectional influences ln multiple waye.

It nould probably be fair to aay that the Developmental

Psychology framework has been expanded over the years. Generally

speaking, when one thought of Developmental peychology in the 5Ore

and 6OfE one thought of the nature-nurture question and the ages

that young children developed specific eki11e. The focus was on

chlldhood and adaption to adulthood. Little consideration was

given to thoee over age 3O.

fn the TOts and 8Ors, factors such as the changes in

demographics of the United States population (Horton' 1982) have

demonstrated the elear limitations of a childhood focused

framework of Developmental Peychology (Neugarter, 1969).

Rather, the field of Developmental Psychology noat encomPaeses the

entire llfespan (Baltes, Reese & Lipsitt' 1980). Along with this

paradigm shift has come a focus on llfespan changee that are

multidirectional and multidimensi.onal (Baltes & Nesselrode t L979>.
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This means that age-related change can go in any direction and can

include abllitiee and behaviors from a number of categoriee.

For example, lntellectual ability could serve to illustrate

this point. Earlier, Developmental Psychology conceptuali-zations

viewed intellectual ability as increasing until about age 16.

More recent lifespan developmental psychology conceptualization,

have posited a differential age-related courae of development

where some intellectual related abllitiee may continue to increase

aa one because older (Schaie! 1979( (1.e., vocabulary ekills ae

measured by the same named subteet of the Weeheler Adult

Intelligence Scale-Revised) but others may decline (i.e., psycho-

motor epeed a6 meaoured by the Diget-Syrnbol subtest of the

irlechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised). To a degree, thie

followes Cattellts (1971) concePtualization of crystallized versus

fluid intelligence. The clear trend ie to move from models such

as Havinghurst and Piaget" which are childhood focused, to others

such as Eriksonte whlch are more lifeepan oriented. But even

Erikeonrs model fails to account or the wealth of complexity

contained in Lifespan Development.al Paychology- The notion of

bidlrectionality and reciprocal influences makes earlier age-

related modele leee applicable as it introduces the idea of

individual self-influences on development-

Therefore, Lifeepan Developmental Psychology moves from a

fixed to a multidetermi.ned model. Rather, than a single faetor

(i.e. I age) caueing development to progress at a steady pace, this

new model is open to all sorts of interaction effects. These

include, among others, the individualre own active role in hie/her



development as well as historical/socieEal influencea (Baltee &

Neseelroade, 1979>. It is clear that a proper model of lifespan

and developmental peychology would have to include all of these

factore (i.e., age-related, indlvldual, historical-social) within

of biology and environment to make even a reaaonable pretence of

comprehensivenese. At this point, the focus of the chapter will

shift to consideration of neuropsychologlcal factors.

Historical Context

Eblnghaus, the famous memory reeearcher, had described

psychology as having a long past, but a recent history-

Neuropsychology is quite eimilar in that, although interest in the

braln/behavlor relationships hae been with ue for quite eome timet

organized methods to elucide the relationships have only been

exteneively developed in the last half century (Benton, 1989).

European Contributions

Recorded instances of human beings attempting to study

brain/behavior relationships on an observational basis can be

dated as early ae 20OO B.C. (Walsh' 1978). fnterestly' in early

timee peraons believed a brain injury on one slde of the body

resulted in ipsilateral dysfunetion. ApparentlYrthe earlieet

brain ecientists observed individuals who were hit on one side of

the head and noted senaory-motor impairment on the same side of

the body. Thie apparently r.raa the reeult of contre-coup injuries

which involved contralateral control of cerebral functione.

Initially, mieconceptions about the nature of mental Il-femade

efforts to explore the functional organization of the human brain

quite difficult. Luria (1966) described the situat,ion as follows;



ttMany generations of research workers have given their

attention to the problem of the brain ae the seat of

complex mental activity and to the aseociated problem

of the localization of functione in the cerebral

cortex. rl

Neverthelese, the eource of theee problems has depended not only

on the development of technical methods of studying Ehe brain, but

also on the varioua conceptions of mental processes predominant at

any particular time. For this reasonr endeavors to localize

cerebral cortlcal functions rdere, for a long timer restricted to

futile attempts to rrfitfr the abetract concepts of what was then

contemporary peychology into the material structure of the brain.

The firet pereon to ldentify the brain as the organ of

higher mental functions was Hippocrates in the fifth century' B-c-

After thie hopefull etart, however, there wae little progrese.

Galen, for instance, in the second centuryr developed the notion

that the cerebral spinal fluid in the cerebral ventriculus was the

seat of all complex mental functions. Along the eame conceptual

lines, Descartes (1586 cited in Luria 1965) identified the pineal

gland ae the location of the soul. By contrast, Willis (1664

cited in Luria 1966) thought the corpus striatum qtas the actual

seat of higher neuro-cognitive abilitiee. others advocated the

corpue callosum. Of course, all of these initial hypotheses

ultimately proved inadequate to the task before them. Luria

(1966) deecrlbed these developmenta aa follows;

rrThe attempts to find one slngle area of the brain to

account for all mental processes proved futlle.fr If one cannot
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find a eingle brain area that would account for all hlgher neuro-

cog,nitive abilities, then perhaps the converse rdould be true

(i.e., would it be poeslble to find specific areas of the brain

that would subsume a certaln class of mental functioning). This,

of couree, ie the rationale for the localization perepective.

Simply put, the localization perepective is that a single area of

the brain eubeumes a partlcular type of mental activity. To a

certain extent, this sort of view marked a time when the science

of neuropeychology was in ite infancy.

This new method to use peychology to understand the

etructure of the brain appeared to be a fruitful scientific

etrategy. The moet dramatiz slngle advance was that demonstrated

by the work of Paul Broca. In April of 1861, Paul Broca preaented

at a meeting of the Parie Anthropological Society, the brain of a

patient who had been unable to epeak when he had been alive. The

patientre brain had been available after his death and inepection

of the patlent I s cerebral cortex very clearly ehowed that a leaion

in the posterior third of the interior frontal convolutions of the

left hemiephere. Broca relat,ed that the patientrs aphaeia htaa

neither a loss of memory or motor disfunction. Ratherr the

aphaeia nae attributable to the brain leeion. Broca hypotheeized

that articulated speech rose from the epecific brain area that was

miasing from the patient whoee brain Broca had examined after the

patientrs death. Moreover, Broca suggested the portion of the

cerebral cortex that was not therer wae actually a center for the

mode of speech.
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The major contribution of Wernicke parallels that of Broca.

For example, in 1874 Wernicke demonstrated a clinical caee of the

brain a patient who had a deficit in epeech compreheneion during

his life. The brain of the patient was found to have a lesion in

the posterior third of euperior temporal gyrus of the left

hemiephere. Careful observations had demonstrated that the

patient had not had any motor speech difficulties, and, therefore,

Wernicke (Luria, 1966) poetulated that there rdas a center for the

senaory images of epeech which distinct from a center for motor

epeech abilities. Wernicke, of course, believed the area for

aenaory images of epeech resided in the posterior third of the

cerebral temporal gyrua of the left hemiephere.

The important observations of Broca and Uernicke were a

major advance in the study of higher neuro-cognitive abilities.

In a way that ie difficult to overemphaeize, they laid the basis

for the current day concepts of receptive and expreseive aphasia.

On the other hand, however, there was another echool of thought

which had different conceptualizations of higher mental function

than the localizat.ionist group. Perhaps one of the major figures

in thia opposing school was Flourens. Flourens, in an impreeeive

body of work, was able to preeent experimental evidence that

contradicted the localization poeition. Thie point of view was

titled ilequipotentiallty.il He theorized that loss of function ie

dependent to a greater degree on the amount of brain tissue

fmpaired, than exactly where the leeion is. By corollary, if

sufficient cortical control is intact, then the functions of any

mieeing brain tissue might be Eaken over. The equipotentiality
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movement in the work gained considerable momentum from the work of

Kurt Goldstein. Goldstein worked with brain injured veterans of

World War I (Horton & Wedding, 1984). His work demonstrated that,

concrete thinking is often associated with the brain injured

personr s cognitive proce6se6.

Essentially, howeverf both Localizationist and Equipotential

conceptualizations of higher mental proceases would prove

inadequate to account for the fu1l range of neuro-cognitlve

abilities, The later Integrationistre solution owe a great deal

to two Preeminent. Theee were the famous English neurologist,

Thomae Hughlings Jackson and A. R. Luria, the famous Russian

neurologist/ neuropsychologist.

It is interesting to note that although Jackeon was a

contemporary of Broca, his ideas were little appreciated during

his life time. Only after the paeeage of time did the schientific

community appreciate Jacksonrs contributions to Neuropsychology.

Jackeon wae also famous for his studying of eplleptic fits on a

loealized basie. For example, epeci.fic motor sei-zures, even to

thie day, are known ae Jackgonian. Jackson poaEulated that human

behavioral functions have a complex vertical organization. ft is

of utmost importance to realize that Jackson postulated that

single functions could be eimultaneouely represented at three

aeparate divisions of neurophyeiological organization. Jackson,

for example, would make a very definite distinction between the

ilIocalization of a aymptomrr and the rrlocalization of a functionrr.

Luria further developed Jackeonrs views. For example, Luria

saw the human brain ae being made up of three distinct blocks, and
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each seetion eubeerved eeparate and distincy baeic functlons.

These would be, for exampler a unit for regulating tone or

wakenlngi a unlt for obtaining, proceesing and storing

information, E unit for programming, regulating and verifying

mental activity (Horton & Wedding, 1984). Essentiallyr higher

cognitive proceasee may involve certain secti.one of all three

unlts at various points in tlme of the performance of any specific

behavior.

American Contributions

Perhaps flrst American to make significant contributions to

neurop€ychology was Karl Laehley. He was clearly espoused

Equipotentiality and performed a number of etudies to support that

school of thought. Further conceptual contrlbutions in America

were made by Roger Sperry. Hie work involved the examlnation of

human beings who had undergone a particular operation known as a

comnlssurotomy. A11 of theee individuals had been operated on

becasue of controlled epilepey. Sperry' with etudents such as

Michael GazzanLga and Jerry Levy were able to demonstrate the

unique potential of each cerebral hemisphere in these pati.ente.

This important work reeulLed in Sperry receiving the Nobel Prize

in 1982.

Whlle certalnly many additional important conceptual

contrlbutions have been made by Americans in experimental

neurop6ychologyr neverthelese, perhape the most lmportant recent

contributions have been in the clinlcal area. For exampler [lard

Halstead the neuropsychologlst at the University of Chicago

Medical Schoolr ldae most important for his body of reeearch which
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lent itself later to the development of a battery of clinical

neuropsychological tests. That rraa not Halsteadrs initial

intention. Rather, Haletead attempted to make a theoretical

contribution in term6 of his theory of biological intelligence.

Biological intelligence according to Halstead involves those

unlque human abilities which are dependent upon an intact cerebral

cortex. Halstead poetulated that the frontal lobes in human

beings were responeible for the abillty to adapt to the demands of

living in the everyday world. His work attempted to identifv

speci.fic psychological tests which would capture these abilitles.

A Haletead Doctoral student, Ralph M. Reitan, was able to

refine, extend and modify Haleteadrs inltial testa into a

psychometric teet battery that has proven to be of paramount

i-mportance in neuropsychology. Eseentially, Reitan took

Halsteadre teste and atandardized and validated them for the

purpoae of identifylng brain lesions in human belngs. Reitan also

modified Haletead's procedures and added other standardized

peychological tests to a battery of procedures so that the total

collection of behavioral tests would be particularly helpful in

terms of identifylng particular types of neuropathology in

addition to the eingle question of braln damage - yes or no.

Reitan is perhaps the eingle most important figure in

neuropaychology today (Hartlage & Telzrow, 1982).

Another important contributor to neuropaychology has been

charles J. Golden. Golden eeeentially expanded a eeries of test

procedures developed by Luria, standardized and validated them for

the purposes of identifying brain dyefunctlon. Goldenre work, The
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Luria-Nebraeka Neuropeychological Battery has been croae-validated

a several of times and has proved to be an important contributj.on

to neuropsychology (Horton & Wedding, 1984).

Diagnostic fesues

While diagnostic igsuee have for sometime been the major

focus of neuropsychology the categorization systems of

neuropeychopathology have been little examined. For example, when

neuropsychological pioneers such as Ralph M. Reitan, and Arthur

Benton, set-up their neuropeychology laboratories at the

Departments of Neurology at the rndiana university Medical center

and the University of Iowa Medical Center, respect.ively, the

contribution of the neuropsychologist was solely diagnostic. At

that polnt in tlme (i.e.r 1950re and 196Ors), predietion regarding

the patients behavioral competencies, treatment recommendations

and actual treatment iteelf by the many neurological diagnoetic

proceduree carried the risk of mortality. Then and now no one has

died from a neuropeychological evaluati.on. tlith the diagnostic

role well established, neuropsychology would profit from attention

to the classification aystem of organic mental disordere and its

poaeible revieion.

Organic MenFal Svndromes and D*sorders as Defined bv DSM-IIf-R

The development of the Dlagnostic and Statigtical Manual

(DSM) by the American Psychiatrie Association has been the

culmination of a number of efforts in working for i.ncreased

diagnostic accuracy. ft is recognized quite clearly that at

present, peychiatric and peychological diagnoaes of mental

syndromes and disordere is an inexact science. Thus, the
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claeslfication of them is actually a work in progress. Reflecting

this, the Diagnostic and statistical Manuals are subject to

ongoing revision- There wae, of course, the first one in 1962, a

second in 1966' the DMs-rrr first made its appearance in 196g, DsM

rrr-R' which basically encompasaes aome mi.nor revisi.one to DSM-

rrrr was publiehed in 1987. DsM-rv ig currently in preparation

for publication in the l99ors. Despite considerable ekeptlcism

and suggestlons for alt,ernate aaaes6ment aystems, (Mi1ler,

Bergstrom, croes, and crube, lg8l; srnith and Kraft, l9g3) DsM rrr-

R is coneidered at this point to be the most widely used

dtagnostic system for clinicar work ln the united statee.

The basic trend in term' of diagnosis of organic mental

dlsorders has been one of increaeed epecifieatlon. rn the initlal

system of claesificati.on, there urere eesentially two categori,es of

brain damage, i.e., acute or chronic. rn the first revision, the

variable of peychotic or non-psychotic, acute or chronic, organic

brain eyndrome r.ras i.ntroduced. rn DSM-rrr there rras a greater

specification of number of typee of organic mental disorders and

there qras a clear dtetinction between eyndrome and etiology.

Also, DsM rrr separated clinical syndromer personality types and

medical problems into Axis f, II, and ffl reepectfully. This

three-way claseification has many advantagee. syndromes can

appear relative to the behavior without regard to etiology,

whereae a disorder directly implicatea a specific type of

neuropathology. rt is important to keep in mind that DSM-rrr-R

w111 allow an Axis r diagnoeie to be made on behavioral grounde,

(i.e.r in casee where the etiology of brain dysfunction ie
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uncl'ear') thie ia important as i.n a coneiderable percentage of

caaes definitive diagnoeis of neuropathology ie only availabre

after the pateint I s death- For anyone that has ever been

confronted with a behavioralry disordered patient in an emergency

room or ecreenlng area, such a ayatem of classification hae some

obvioue strengths.

The organic mental syndromes are divided into, six major

categories. Theee are aa follows;

l. Delirium and Dementia

2. Amnestic Syndrome and Organic Hallucinosis

3. Organic Delueional Syndrome, Organic Mood Syndrome, and

Organic Anxiety Syndrome

4. Organic personality Syndrome

5. Intoxication and Withdrawal

6- organic Mentar syndrome (not otherwise epecified)

Dellrium and Dementia are organic Mental syndromes in which

mental impairment is global. The dividing line between them

usually ie baeed on the occurence of a clouded coneciousness or

dleorders of attention which are pre'ent in delirium, but not

dementia. Perhaps a simple eray to understand dementia iB that is

appears to be an absence of normal lntelligence. rn Amnestic

Syndrome and organic Hallucinosis relatively selective areas of

cognitive ability have been compromised. The Amnestic syndrome

referrs to lmpalrment of short-term and long-term memory,

although, clearly, the history of the eyndrome is one which has

focueeed on impairment short-term memory and, in Organic

Hallucinosie the hallucinations are the cardinal feature. organic
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Delusional syndrome, organic Mood syndrome, and organic Anxiety

Syndrome are syndromes where various aspecte resembling

echlzophrenia, mood disorders or anxlety disorders exist from

organic causes. The diagnoetic difficulty ie to identify in which

caaes there le or is not an organic component. Organic

Pereonallty syndrome ie a eyndrome that i.s organic in nature and

in which the personality is primarily affected. rt is important

to realize that thls category first came into being in order to

accommodate the frontal lobe impaired patient. Many

characterieti.cs of the syndrome are typical of impairnent of the

frontal cortex.

rntoxication and withdrawal syndromes are clearly related to

subetance disorders. rt ie important to reali.ze that these

disorder, are relat,ed to either taking in, or failure to take, a

substance which a peraon is ueing for peychoaetive purpoaes. The

last categoryr organic MentaL syndrome - not otherwlse epeclfied,

is eseentially an ecrectic category for other organlc mental

syndromes that could no be diagnosed previouely. ft is, of

course, realized that there could be multiple organic mental

syndromee existing in the 6ame personi that is to say, a person

could have organic Personality Diaorder at the same time as, he or

ehe ie an fntoxication Syndrome, etc.

Developmental Orientation to Diagnosie

ft sould appear clear that different gorts of

neuropsychological dieorders will oecur at different points in

development. For example, there are a set of disorders which are

usually first evident in infancy, childhood or adolescence. of
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this set of disordere, those which are usually diagnosed by

neuropaychologists are the Developmental Disordere and the

Dieruptive Behavior Dieorders. Developmental Diaorders include

Mental Retardation, Pervasive Developmental Dieorders (i.e.,

Austistic disorder), Specific Developmental Dieorder (i.e.,

Academic skills disorders, Language and speech dleorders, Motor

skills dlsordere, etc.) Disruptive Behavior Dieorder (it

Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, conduct Disorder, etc.)

Similarly, aa peraona are, there ie a set of disorder that

ueually arlse in later yeara (i.e., senium and presenium). These

include Primary Degeneration Dementia of the Alzheimer,s type,

Multi-Infarct Dementia and Dementia due to neurodegeneration

dieeaees such ae Pickrs and Jakob-Creutzfeldt. Clearly, theee

disorders are age-related.

Conceptualization of Life-Spa.n Neuropsvcholopv

In the hopes of contributing to conceptual clarity, the

following brief definitiona are proposed. It is, of course,

realized that numerous authors may have their olrn specific usage

of terms. Such practicee, of course, makee it difficult to

communicate. For the purposes of eaee of communication, the

followlng definitiona are propoeed and advanced. ft is admitted

that they are, to a degree, arbitrary, and that other authors, Day

define the terms somewhat differentlv. The first definition

offered will be that of neuropsychology.

In the context of this chapter, the definition, advanced by

Meier <1974), will be favored;
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trNeuropsychology ie the ecientific etudy of brainlbehavior

relationships.tt This definitl0n, of course ie not without

limltations. For example, there are other subfields within

neuropsychol0gy that have devel0ped over the years (Horton,

wedding, & Phayr r98r). Moreover, there are a number of other

areas of scientific study, euch as speech pathology, physiologieal

peychology, (Meier, 1974>, rehabilitative medicine and

occupational therapy, among others which could have been included,

but were not.

For the purpose of thie chapter to provide clarification, a

number of eubfields of neuropsychology will be defined. These

will include the following: Clinical Neuropeychology,

Experimental Neuropeychology, Behavioral Neuropsychology, and

Life-span Neuropsychology. rt is hoped that the advancement of

these definitions will promote conceptual clarity.

Clinical Neuropsvcholop.y

Two hallmarks of clinical Neuropeychology are that clinical

Neuropeychology focueses on the asaeaament. of higher cortical

functions in humans, and, a1so, that the methode of assesement in

clinical Neuropeychology are obJectlve psychological tests shich

meet the recognized American Psychological Aesociation standards

of validity, reliability, and standardizatlon.

Experimental Neuropevchology

By contraat to the clinical focus of Clinical

NeuropeychoLogy, the focus of Experimental Neuropsychology is to
tr...discover fundamental principles of brain/behavlor

relationships, regardless of practical applicationrr (Davideon,
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L974). The differences between Experimental Neuropeychology and

clinical Neuropeychology mirror the differenceg between

Experimental psychology and clinical peychology. simply put, one

focuses on clinical appllcations and has a practical orientation,

while the other ie concerned largely wlth theoretical lseues

regardless of the practical applications of the moment.

Behavioral Neurologv

Quite aimply, Behavioral Neurology ls concerned with the

clinical application of selentific knowledg,e to brain/behavior

relationships. But the method of approach lends itself more to

that method ueed in bedside neurologicar examinatione than the

tools and methods of peychology. The focus of lgth century

European neurology based on caae etudy applicatione forms the

conceptual baeis for Behavior Neurology (Meier - 1974). By

contraatt clinical Neuropsychology is much more oriented towards a

peychometric approach.

Behavioral Neuropsvchologv: A relatively recent addition to

the various subareae of neuropaychology is that of Behavioral

Neuropsychology. Horton, in 1979 has offered a definition of

Behavioral Neuropsychology. ft is as follows;

rfEssentially, Behavioral Neuropeychology may be

defined ae the application of behavioral therapy

techniques to problems of organieally impaired

individuals while ueing a neuropsychological

aases6ment intervention perepective.rl

Behavloral Neuropeychology quite clearly combines the areas

of clinical Neuropsychology and Behavior Therapy. Like clinical
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Neuropsychology, Behavioral Neuropeychology has a rather straight

forward, applied focus. rn contrast to clinical Neuropsychology,

however, Behavioral Neuropeychology ie both quite clearly focueeed

on treatment rather than aesesament and also is quite definitely

looking toward theories of learnlng for models upon which to

develop treatment approaches. Theee models of learni.ng, in terme

of their practical application6, 8re eubsumed under the areas of

behavior therapy and behavior modificatlon.

Life Span Neuroosvcholog.v

Perhaps the most recent addition es a subfield of

Neuropeychology ie that of Life Span Neuropeychology.

Eesentially, Life span Neuropsychology inveetigates cllnlcally

related neuropaychologieal iesues while ueing a developmental

approval- Neuropsychological performance is conceptuaLized as

being under the influence of both organic and environmental

variables. Some of the environmental varlables, as well aB some

the organic variables, change syetematically as the human agea.

The purpose of Life Span Neuropeychology is to explore these

syetematic changes ae they relate to clinlcal neuropsychological

iesues (the contributiona of Michael Franzen and Lawrence Hartlage

in producing this definition are gratefully acknowledged).

The reason for developing the focus of Life Span

Neuropsychology, ie the near total neglect of applied

neuropsychological issues, etudies, and proceduree involving

individuale at either end of the life epan continuurn. The

lncreased succees and contained progress is increaeing the

survival ratea of infante uith neuropeychologieal deficits
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combined with the Lncreased longevity in geriatric age segments

combine to make emphasis on applied neuropsyehology on these age

g,roupa, the most dynamic and rapidly expanding area in

neuropeychology.

Life Span Neuropevchologv and Other Specialties:

rt ie important to understand the role and function of the

varioue specialties in order promote atronger worklng

relati.onshlps. The major health care specialties to be considered

will, in turn, include neurology and neuro€urgery, peychiatry,

rehabllitation medicine, pediatric/gerntology, clinical

peychology, and health psychology. Two educitonal epecialtiee

which areo warrent discuesion are school psychoLogy and vocational

education.

Neurologv and Neurosurgerv

Theee epecialtiee have always been intrically related to

neuropsychology. It is lmportant to realize that theee

disclplinee, even unto themselves, are not statlc entities.

Neurology, guite clearly over the years, has moved away from a

appreciatlon of higher cortical functions and hae moved toward a

greater focus on the peripheral nervoue sy6tem. ttthile this is not

to imply that there are not still behavioral neurologists in

practice, and that many of these behavioral neurologiste make

important contributions to neurology. Nonethelees, the majority of

contemporary neurologiste are those that see their interests

associated with the spinal cord.

It lB intereeting to reflect that the initial validation of

psychologlcal tests to discern the effect of brain lesions could
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only have been accomplished with the active agsistance of

neurosurgeon- At this point, with precise neurological procedures

for imaging, there is lees of a need for neuropeychologiet to aid

in the preoperative localization aseeesment. presently, the role

of the neuropeychologist has been one of dealing wlth the patient

post-operatively ae rrell as focueing on ecological iesues such as

function rather than on structure.

Psvchiatrv: Clearly, the last few years have shortrrr

increaeing lnterest of psychiatriete ln neuropsychological

teating. There i€ great promlse in terms of neuropsychologlste

collaboratively worklng wlth peychiatrists in developing better

aaBeaament tools, and the treatment programs for functionally

impaired and organically impaired psychiatrtc patients.

Rehabilitative Medicine: Thie ie perhaps one of the areaa

where neuropaychologists throughout the life span can make

impreesive contributions. The role of the behavioral scientlsts

ln rehabilitatlon is one which ie elearly on the aaaent. Among

other areas, head injury is certainly one in which there is a

clear mandate for neuropeychologists to aid in the selection of

treatment and its skillful implementation.

Pediatrlcs/Geriatrics: Theee two medical epecialties are,

perhaps the oppoeite ends of the lifeapan spectrum. Eeeentially,

one definition of pedictrics ie the appllcation of medical

knowledge, ekill and technique to the problems children and

adolescents (Uhiteeell, 1989). In a very similar veln, Geriatrice

mlght be seen as the application of medical knowledge, ekill and

techniques of the probelms of aging (Butler, 1979). l.rlth respect
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to neuropsycholog,y, the application to pediatric problems ie well

established in the subfield of pediatric neuropaychology

(Hartlage! 1986). The pediatrlc neuropsychologist has a well

establiehed role wlth terms of aesessing and treating

developmental learning diaorders and attentional problems and the

eequelae of various medical conditions.

On the other hand, and quite eurpriaingly, neuropeychology

in geriatrics j.s still in itrs toddlerhood. By contrast, it could

be eaid t,here ls a young adulthood (or at leaet childhood) of

neuropsychology in pediatrice. rn geriatrics neuropsychologists

have begun to develop a role in term of aseeseing age associated

disorders in which cognitive decline is a key characterietic

(1.e., Alzheimere and Multi-Infarct Dementia). Future efforts

nlght be devoted to increaeing the utilization of neuropeychology

is developing rehabilitation programe for the cognitively impaired

e1derly.

Clinical Psycholog.v: At this pointr although clinical

psychology hae often provided an umbrella for neuropeychology it

appeare that other subdieciplinee are currently working to subsume

important sections of what had been the clinical psychologletrs

domain. Neuropsychology, Health Psychology, Clinical Child

Neuropsychology, Lifespan Neuropeychology are all establishing

particular areas of expertise in the delivery of applied services.

Health Peychology ae noted, otherwise, eome have euggested a

working deftnition of Health Psychology would be frpsychology

applied to medical compLications and specialtieert (Horton &

Puenter 1986). Neuropeychology under that sort of definition
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clearly interacts with problems of

patients.
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branch of paychology that ruost

neurologically impaired

Quite clearly in echool peychology there is an expanding

emphasis i.n terms of the neuropsychological aasesament of school

children who may have developmental disorders. rn addition to

children who mlght have difficulties with reading, mathematics,

writing and spelling, there has also been some attention at leaet

on initial etage being paid to the neuropsychological aesesament

of children with various syndromes of mental retardation.

vocaFiorlal education: rdentifying a person for the proper

vocational poeition has become more and more compllcated. There

has been an increased interest in the uee of neuropeychological

teet procedures to aaaeaa peopl.e both for new poaiti.ons and also

to make determination6 about thelr ability to eontinue. Among

other position, airline pilots and nuclear power plants workere

have been peraons for whom careful" aaaesament of mental abilities

on an ongolng basis might be seen ae clearly in the publlc

interest. why medical schools fail to use neuropeychological

tests in the eelection of surgeons is an unanswered question.

Emerging Trende and Life-Soan Neuropevchologv

Education and Training: Dr. Manfred J. Meier through his

chairmanehlp of the rnternational Neuropsychological societyre and

Division 4o of the APA task force on education, accreditation, and

credentialling has rnade major contributions to the development of

models for the educatlon and training of neuropsychologists.

unfortunately Dr Meierrs impreseive contributions in terms of
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conceptual insights have not been implemented to the degree that

their brilliance would aeen to sug,gest. However, these guidelines

addrees training that ie generic in nature. unfortunately, life-

span iesuee haventt been addreseed. Little attention has been

devoted to taking into consideration many important developmental

issues- one could only hope that in the coming years more time,

energy and resources would be devoted to these efforts.

Certification and Llceneure: At present the clinical practice of

a neuropsychologist in moat atates and providences of the united

statee and canada, falle under the generic licensure umbrella of

peychology. As far ae known to the authors, there is not a

epeclfic liceneure for a neuropayehologist, at present. htith

respect to credentialing the American Board of professional

Psychology (ABPP) has initiated a new epecialty of neuropsychology

aa one of their epecialtiee. under the leaderahip of Dr. Meier,

the American Board of clinical psychology (ABCN) has Joined ABpp,

and there are certification procedures available for indlviduals

to obtain a diplomate in clinical neuropsychology. rn addition a

eecond board, the American Board of professional Neuropeychology

(ABPN) has aleo been constituted and that board also aifers a

diplomate in profeseional neuropeychology. However,

epecialization in epecific areas of clinical neuropsychology

(e.g., developmental) are not presently formally recognlzed.

Recent Developments: In recent yeara new concepts of

subcortlcal brain damage have been introduced and are expected to

make najor changes in our current thlnking. with an increased

ability to image sections of the brain while it is actually in
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operation one would expect a great elucidation of the role of

subcorti.cal brain structures. Rehabilitatlon and behavior

management as earli.er noted are emerging areae there has been an

lmpressive increaee in terms of the viability of the role of

behavioral neuropeychologiets in the area of head injury.

similarly, there has been an increase in terms of the efforts of

neuropsychologiste in school setting6. one would expect that

there would be increaeed efforts along these 1ines. The current

trends in the treatment of head injury has been tosard a greater

reliance on behavioral approaches.

New Technologv. This ie perhaps one of the moet exciting

areas in terms of correlating neuropaychologlcal tests with

neurometric and radiol0gical procedures. The arrav of

neuroradiological procedures available is astounding. perhaps

more than any other Magnetic Resonance rmaging (unr; appears at

this point to provide the greateat advantage in terme of

enhancement of various areaa of the brain at the 6ame time staylng

within the bounds of reasonableness with respect to cost. one

expecta that in the near future, the cost issue will be taken into

account and controlled, and that even more dramatic representation

of braln atructure and function will be available.

New Populations: Relatively 1itt1e has been done on

neuropaychological toxicology; i.e., the identification and

asaessment of human neurotoxic syndromea. such eubetanceg aa

lead, eolvents, metale, druge, pestlcides and alcohol need to be

further assessed and their implieations for treatrnent coneidered

(Hartman, L987>. simllarly, a number of medical di.sorders, euch
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aa cancer and diabetes and a number of others, are currently belng

explored with reepect to their neuropaychological implications.

Moreover, there is increaeing neuropsychologlsts to asaeas

children below age six. This is an area that has received little

attention, but in which there is great potential for contributions

(Drotar & Strum, 1989).

Overview of this Book

The chapter of thie book deals with many of these important

iseue. Dr. Danny tJedding will review the neurologlcal disorders

of o1d age. Dr. Richard Berg will discuss the need for screening

inatruments and will review specific screening batteries. Dr.

Lawrence Hartlage will review neuropsychologicar assessment for

children and adoleacencea. He will particularly focuees on

developmental etages of neuropsychologlcal abilitles. Dr. Michael

Franzen, by contraat, discusses neuropeychological aesessment of

older populations. Dr. Kathryn Kerr will deal with treatment

lseues in her chapter. she partlcularly focuses upon emotional

concerna acroaa the lifespan. Dr. Drew Govrier and his aesociates

also examine treatment concerns but, by contrastr focus upon

cognitive i.nterventione. The concluding chapter by Dr. Franzen

deale with methodological concerns. More specifically he

deecrlbed the uee of eingle subject designs to assess the value of

treatment over the life-span.

Conclusions

fn the preceding sectionsr 6ome major efforts were devoted

toward conceptualizing Life Span Neuropsychology. Moreover, the

historical context of life Span Neuropsychology rras briefly
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Bummarized. rn addition, there was an attempt to describe some of
the major organic related categories of DSM rrr-R. rn addition,
the relationship of Life span Neuropsychology with other

speclalties rras briefly reviesed. Finarly, on a number of

lmportant trende in Life span Neuropeychology rrere carefurry

looked over- As a resurt of this discussion, a number of

conclusions appear to follow.

First- Life span Neuropsychology is a promising diecipline

with a potential for great service to the very young and the

e1der1y.

Se.cond- change is apparently the onry constant that one can

relay on.

Third. The degree to which Life Span Neuropaychology

realizes its potential will be, to a large degree, related to its

abllity to adapt to change.
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